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Agenda 

10:00     Welcome & Overview of Session Objectives &  

     Ottawa Region MISA PNC 

10:15     Pedagogical Documentation Overview 

10:45     Ethical Use of Pedagogical Documentation 

11:30     Identifying Ethical Considerations  

11:45     Lunch 

12:30     Round Table Discussions 

  2:00   Debrief & Next Steps      

 



Ontario’s Education Goals 
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http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/about/renewedvision.pdf 

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/about/renewedvision.pdf


Why CI? 

1. Effecting change requires focusing on building 

capacity through professional learning 
 

2. Collaborative Inquiry is an approach to 

professional learning, system capacity building 

and innovation across Ontario that contributes 

to both student and professional learning. 
 

3. Collaborative Inquiry offers a process that 

ensures students are the centre of professional 

learning. 
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Collaborative Inquiry Monographs 

Coming Soon: http://learnteachlead.ca/sessions/redcollaborative-inquiry-6 

http://learnteachlead.ca/sessions/redcollaborative-inquiry-6
http://learnteachlead.ca/sessions/redcollaborative-inquiry-6
http://learnteachlead.ca/sessions/redcollaborative-inquiry-6
http://learnteachlead.ca/sessions/redcollaborative-inquiry-6
http://learnteachlead.ca/sessions/redcollaborative-inquiry-6


What role does 

pedagogical 

documentation  

play in  

change? 



What is pedagogical documentation? 

Pedagogy is the understanding of how learning takes place and the 

philosophy and practice that supports that understanding of learning. 

(How Does Learning Happen?   p. 16) 

 

We define documentation as the practice of observing, recording, 

interpreting, and sharing through a variety of media the processes and 

products of learning in order to deepen and extend learning … These 

physical traces allow others to revisit, interpret, reinterpret, and even 

re-create an experience. (Visible Learners, 2013, p. 74) 

 

… pedagogical documentation is a process for making pedagogical 

(or other) work visible and subject to dialogue, interpretation, 

contestation and transformation. (Dahlberg, p. 225) 

 



 



Example 

• Video to be embedded (5 minutes) 

• (may add another context setting slide 

showing the multi-level nature ped doc use 

within this project) 



Jigsaw Discussion 

How does pedagogical documentation: 

1. Create shared understanding 

2. Celebrate rights of individual learners 

3. Recognize student ownership of learning 

4. Actualize shared responsibility 

5. Provide voice in learning for everyone? 

 

What are the benefits for student and professional learning? 

 

 



Pedagogical Documentation  

to Mobilize Knowledge 

Select examples:  
 

District School Board Knowledge Products 

– SWST, EPCI, and other DSB and project-based products 
 

Ministry monographs and resources: 

– LNS Capacity Building Series  

– K-2 Connections Digital Paper (2013) 

– EduGains 
 

Teacher Federation/Associations 

– ETFO Resources 

– OECTA Resources  
 

University Teacher-Researcher Partnerships 

– Trent Math Education Research Collaborative 

http://www.tvdsb.ca/programs.cfm?subpage=187567
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/inspire/research/capacityBuilding.html
http://kto2connections.wordpress.com/
http://kto2connections.wordpress.com/
http://kto2connections.wordpress.com/
http://www.oecta.on.ca/wps/portal/publications
http://www.etfo.ca/resources/forteachers/pages/default.aspx
http://www.oecta.on.ca/wps/portal/publications
http://tmerc.ca/


Additional Resources  

Beyond Early Primary 

Krechevsky, M., Mardell, B., Rivard, M., & Wilson, D. (2013). Visible 

learners: Promoting Reggio-inspired approaches in all schools. John 

Wiley & Sons. 
 

Bruce, C. & Flynn, T. (in Press). PME peer reviewed conference paper 

proposal: The challenges and affordances of video data collection, 

analysis and use with mathematics teachers. Vancouver, 2014. 
 

Tripp, T., & Rich, P. (2012). Using video to analyze one's own 

teaching. British Journal of Educational Technology, 43(4), 678-704. 
 

Borko, H., Koellner, K., Jacobs, J., & Seago, N. (2011). Using video 

representations of teaching in practice-based professional development 

programs. ZDM, 43(1), 175-187. 



Both educators and researchers must negotiate 

their way amongst the continually flickering 

shadows of the ethical dilemmas that arise 

when we work with visual images intended to 

bring visibility to the lives of children in way that 

include their voices in a collaborative endeavor.  

Pat Tarr (2011) 

 



Grey Areas of  

Pedagogical Documentation 

Student 
Learning 

Professional 
Learning 

System 
Learning 



Tri-Council Policy Statement 

The search for knowledge about ourselves and the world around us is a 

fundamental human endeavour. Research is a natural extension of this 

desire to understand and to improve the world in which we live. 

Tri-council Policy statement: Ethical conduct for Research Involving Humans 

 

• Respect for human dignity  

• Free and informed consent  

• Respect for privacy and confidentiality  

• Respect for vulnerable persons  

• Minimizing harm and maximizing benefits to the community  

 

http://www.pre.ethics.gc.ca/pdf/eng/tcps2/TCPS_2_FINAL_Web.pdf
http://www.pre.ethics.gc.ca/pdf/eng/tcps2/TCPS_2_FINAL_Web.pdf
http://www.pre.ethics.gc.ca/pdf/eng/tcps2/TCPS_2_FINAL_Web.pdf
http://www.pre.ethics.gc.ca/pdf/eng/tcps2/TCPS_2_FINAL_Web.pdf
http://www.edugains.ca/newsite/studentVoice/student_researchers_toolkit.html


Guidelines to Inform Ethical Considerations 

• DSB ethical frameworks, policies, and practices 

• Tri Council Policy Statement  

• Education Act 

– Collection and use of personal information  - 8.1  (1)   

• Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 

• Ontario College of Teachers  

– Professional Advisory on Use of Electronic Communication and Social Media 

• Growing Success and Program documents  

• UN Convention on the Rights of the Child  

 

http://www.pre.ethics.gc.ca/pdf/eng/tcps2/TCPS_2_FINAL_Web.pdf
http://www.pre.ethics.gc.ca/pdf/eng/tcps2/TCPS_2_FINAL_Web.pdf
http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/french/elaws_statutes_90e02_f.htm
http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/french/elaws_statutes_90e02_f.htm
http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/french/elaws_statutes_90e02_f.htm
http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_90f31_e.htm
http://www.oct.ca/resources/advisories/use-of-electronic-communication-and-social-media
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/policyfunding/growsuccess.pdf
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/policyfunding/growsuccess.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/crc.aspx
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Reflections and Shadows: 

Ethical Issues in Pedagogical Documentation 
 

What ethical issues arise in using pedagogical documentation 

for students and educators?  

 

Lens for reading: 

• Identify individual ethical issues (1/sticky) 

• Include ideas from the article and your knowledge & 

experience 
 

Focus for discussion: 

• Sort your stickies into common areas  

• Work to collaboratively describe each issue  



Implications for  

School and System Leaders 

• Synthesizing the issues identified in the room 

• Self select and area to contribute to 

• Discuss and record: 

– a collective description of the issue 

– the implications for school and system leaders* 

 

 

 

 

*Acknowledging this is just a beginning of a conversation. 

 



Gallery Walk 

 


